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About This Game

In Pipejob you become a plumber locked in the bathroom.
Replace or fix the pipes and upgrade them!

Unclog the toilet and try not to drown in poo!
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Find your artistic spirit and create your own poo painting in separate game mode.
You can save your artwork and display it in the Gallery of Poo.

Survive the longest you can and beat the world record!
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There's a lot to like, the cheesy setting makes no sense but is just the perfect setting for a video game. The economy based
warfare changes how you approach battles, every shot you fire and take costs you money so you have to think about the long
game. the BOS fights are a cool concept, but unfortunately they don't work with the movement and shooting this game has.
Missions start to get incredibly frustrating and the BOS fights even more so with horrible 'confusion' effects and blindness or
invincibility shields that prolong the fights for too long... fights that you fail if you don't finish in 60 seconds.

I loved this game until I didn't, then I hated it.. *NOTE*: This game does NOT need VR support to be played, and the notice of
that on this game's Steam page should be removed to increase its sales \/ playerbase.

I played ZhanDou with Xbox One controller and no VR support.

ZhanDou is a great-looking, Eastern-influenced Tower Defense Game that is lacking in content.

ZhanDou feels a bit like an early access title, in that there are only two maps available. One being a PVP where you storm
another base with creeps you may find in other Tower Defense titles, including smaller units, dragons, and a set of larger,
bipedal sets of armor that tower over everything else. The other map is a "PVE" that is confusing and somewhat frustrating task
to defeat the boss character of a set of armor\/large beast\/titan enemy while dodging an array of turrets that defend him. While
this would probably be a lot more fun with friends, unfortunately at this time ZhanDou's playerbase seems thin to "Find Game".
This is by no means a detraction from the game, as I do enjoy what is here (and hope the game finds an audience for the format
of its gameplay...) but to try to defeat this PVE level solo seemed a bit insurmountable, especially with so little explained of how
you are meant to hit the boss once he retreats after some damage and is heavily defended by turrets (do I have to destroy the
turrets somehow? Do I just focus on him? It seems unclear if you are really damaging or ineffective against various defenses in
the PVP map as well...)

Of the 4 characters you can choose to use, the 2 I have used so far their attacks look flashy and the animation is well-done, but
they feel a bit weak or inaccurate, while the armored units you can use in PVP seemed more destructive (and somewhat fun as a
result..) The game doesn't appear to have an upgrade or ability system where you power up your character's attacks as a match
goes on, nor any item purchasing of any kind (as seen in other similar Tower Defense \/ arena type games...)

The mouse and especially the Xbox One controller sensitivity while navigating the character select UI is jumpy af, with no
seeming option of reducing this sensitvity.

I liked running around in ZhanDou's levels and really enjoy its setting of mythical, Asian, fantastical creatures and technology
and the whole game has an impressive look to it. The scale of the battlefield and attacks look good, and each character players
can pick from is unique. While their attacks lack the feeling of weight and impact of other titles, the overall design looks cool if
you're into Eastern design.

I will probably try to defeat the PVE boss again at some point, though with there being a slim playerbase to match with, and an
inability to add bots either on my own team or the opposing team (for instance, in the PVP match, I was unable to add a hero
character bot to face off against, so the whole thing felt a bit aimless as I steamrolled VS the base creeps and waltzed past their
immobile, unused bipedal sets of titan armor...) If in future maps of the PVP mode an option to add bots is added to the game
would make the game have some more longevity but without the option of adding bots in either mode right now (and only one
map for each mode..) the game feels a bit slim content-wise.

There are preview images in the level select screen of 2 more maps for each mode 'coming soon!' which I hope to see in the
future, but I also hope that the game gains the ability to add bots (or adds a level up system to character abilities \/ various items
to use...) While I have enjoyed running around ZhanDou, I also wonder if it would be a more enjoyable wave defense style
game versus incoming suits of titan armor and creeps, rather than sticking to its Tower Defense trappings. I feel like the game is
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a bit split between a more arcade-y style PVE mode, and the Tower Defense PVP mode. I'm glad I gave this game a go after
seeing it functioned with or without VR, but with its somewhat shallow amount of content (however impressive it may look) it is
a bit hard to recommend. The scarcity of maps or characters aside, if you're looking for a nice-looking game versus large
enemies in an Asian aesthetic it does that very well.. Great little dungeon crawler that I keep coming back to time and time again
since I purchased it. I die a lot so it's more of a casual rogue-like experience when I need to relax a little. Personally I find the
music to be really soothing and the graphics remind me a lot of those from the era of Ultima V.

Definitely recommended!. When I launched this game, it had the loading screen and played the loading music, but it didnt load
the game its still on the loading screen and I cant it, I can't uninstall it from Steam, and the icon for Fog of War isnt even on my
desktop. Would you know how to fix that?. Great route. I especially like the sounds of metro-type locos.. my friend gifted this
as a joke but its actually pretty good

uhhhhh u mom lol. This is a super fun game. Its well done no issues or bugs through all my time in game. Most fun with any
amount of friends to play local coop(max 4 players). Assigning each couch coop-er to a job like serving foods or calling out
orders while someone else preps is very satisfying. Highly recommend purchase if you have a least 1 friend IRL to play... or use
a service like PARSEC to play online. Most beloved RPG since Diablo 2. I know that game as "BLOOD MAGIC"
I still have the magazine, where i've read about it, it looked so awesome, and when i got a chance of buying it on CD, that day
was one of the greatest, like when i got the CD with "Space Clash - final frontier".
(\u041e\u0431\u043e\u0436\u0430\u044e \u044d\u0442\u0443 \u0438\u0433\u0440\u0443, \u0434\u043b\u044f
\u043c\u0435\u043d\u044f \u043e\u043d\u0430 \u043d\u043e\u0432\u044b\u0439 \u0432\u0437\u0434\u043e\u0445
\u043f\u043e\u0441\u043b\u0435 \u0414\u044c\u044f\u0431\u043b\u043e 2 \u0442.\u043a \u0435\u0449\u0435
\u043e\u0447\u0435\u043d\u044c \u0434\u0430\u0432\u043d\u043e \u0431\u044b\u043b\u0430
\u043f\u0440\u0438\u043e\u0431\u0440\u0435\u0442\u0435\u043d\u0430 \u043c\u043d\u043e\u044e \u0432
\u0434\u0438\u0441\u043a\u043e\u0432\u043e\u043c \u0432\u0430\u0440\u0438\u0430\u043d\u0442\u0435.
\u0417\u043d\u0430\u044e \u0435\u0451 \u043a\u0430\u043a "\u041c\u0430\u0433\u0438\u044f
\u041a\u0440\u043e\u0432\u0438" - \u0437\u0432\u0443\u0447\u0438\u0442?=)

1) THE ATMOSHPERE IN TOWNS \/ VILLAGES.
I've lacked it in Diablo 2, sometimes i wanted those ppl in town being much more alive, fighting the creatures from outside,
invading their village, more so speaking with each other and of course reacting on my character and his\/her actions - all that
you can see here, in Dawn of Magic.
- ( \u0410\u0442\u043c\u043e\u0441\u0444\u0435\u0440\u0430 \u0432 \u0433\u043e\u0440\u043e\u0434\u0430\u0445 )
\u0422\u043e, \u0447\u0435\u0433\u043e \u043c\u043d\u0435 \u0442\u0430\u043a \u043d\u0435
\u0445\u0432\u0430\u0442\u0430\u043b\u043e \u0432 \u0414\u044c\u044f\u0431\u043b\u043e 2,
\u043a\u043e\u0433\u0434\u0430 \u0431\u044b\u043b\u043e \u0433\u0440\u0443\u0441\u0442\u043d\u043e ;'(
\u0422\u0430\u043a \u0445\u043e\u0442\u0435\u043b\u043e\u0441\u044c, \u0447\u0442\u043e\u0431\u044b,
\u043d\u0430\u043f\u0440\u0438\u043c\u0435\u0440, \u0432\u043e 2-\u043e\u043c \u0430\u043a\u0442\u0435
\u043d\u0430 \u0433\u043e\u0440\u043e\u0434 \u0432 \u043f\u0443\u0441\u0442\u044b\u043d\u0435 -
\u041b\u0443\u0442-\u0413\u043e\u043b\u0435\u0439\u043d - \u043d\u0430\u043f\u0430\u0434\u0430\u043b\u0438
\u043c\u043e\u043d\u0441\u0442\u0440\u044b \u0438 \u0436\u0438\u0442\u0435\u043b\u0438
\u0441\u0440\u0430\u0436\u0430\u043b\u0438\u0441\u044c \u0438 \u0443\u043c\u0438\u0440\u0430\u043b\u0438.
\u0427\u0442\u043e\u0431\u044b \u0440\u0435\u0430\u0433\u0438\u0440\u043e\u0432\u0430\u043b\u0438 \u043d\u0430
\u0438\u0433\u0440\u043e\u043a\u0430 \u0438 \u0435\u0433\u043e \u0434\u0435\u0439\u0441\u0442\u0432\u0438\u044f.
\u0427\u0442\u043e\u0431\u044b \u0441 \u043d\u0438\u043c\u0438 \u043c\u043e\u0436\u043d\u043e
\u0431\u044b\u043b\u043e
\u0432\u0437\u0430\u0438\u043c\u043e\u0434\u0435\u0441\u0442\u0432\u043e\u0432\u0430\u0442\u044c. \u0412
\u041c\u0430\u0433\u0438\u0438 \u041a\u0440\u043e\u0432\u0438 \u043f\u043e\u0434\u043e\u0431\u043d\u043e\u0435
\u0442\u0443\u0442 \u0438 \u0442\u0430\u043c, \u0433\u043e\u0440\u043e\u0434\u0430
\u0431\u043e\u043b\u044c\u0448\u0438\u0435, \u0431\u044b\u0432\u0430\u0435\u0442
\u043e\u0441\u0442\u0430\u043d\u043e\u0432\u0438\u0448\u044c\u0441\u044f, \u0443\u0439\u0434\u0435\u0448\u044c
\u043d\u0430 \u043a\u0443\u0445\u043d\u044e,
\u0432\u043e\u0437\u0432\u0440\u0430\u0449\u0430\u0435\u0448\u044c\u0441\u044f, \u0430
\u0432\u043e\u043a\u0440\u0443\u0433 \u043d\u0430\u0440\u043e\u0434 \u0441\u0442\u043e\u0438\u0442,
\u0445\u043e\u0434\u0438\u0442, \u043e\u0431\u0449\u0430\u0435\u0442\u0441\u044f..
\u0436\u0438\u0432\u0435\u0442 \u0432 \u043e\u0431\u0449\u0435\u043c.
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\u0410\u0442\u043c\u043e\u0441\u0444\u0435\u0440\u043d\u043e.

2) THE CHANGING of day \/ night.
Yeah, for me that means everything.
 (\u0421\u043c\u0435\u043d\u0430 \u0434\u043d\u044f \u0438 \u043d\u043e\u0447\u0438
\u0433\u043e\u0432\u043e\u0440\u0438\u0442 \u0441\u0430\u043c\u0430 \u0437\u0430 \u0441\u0435\u0431\u044f)

3) THE - M I N I O N S. Summons. Creatures who fights for you. Call it whatever you like.
I live for the "Family" only. For my minions. The adventures are much more interesting when you pass them with your
summons. Here are the - Demon, Avenger, Earth golem.
 (\u0421\u0435\u043c\u044c\u0451\u0439 \u044f \u0434\u044b\u0448\u0443, \u0441\u0435\u043c\u044c\u0451\u0439
\u044f \u0436\u0438\u0432\u0443. \u0413\u043e\u043b\u0435\u043c\u044b, \u0434\u0435\u043c\u043e\u043d\u044b,
\u0434\u0443\u0445\u0438, \u0437\u043e\u043c\u0431\u0438, \u0441\u043a\u0435\u043b\u0435\u0442\u044b, -
\u0442\u043e \u0435\u0449\u0451 \u043f\u0440\u0435\u0434\u0441\u0442\u0430\u0432\u043b\u0435\u043d\u0438\u0435
\u0443\u0441\u0442\u0440\u0430\u0438\u0432\u0430\u044e\u0442 \u043d\u0430 \u043f\u043e\u043b\u0435
\u0431\u043e\u044f)

4) THE MORPHING.
Yeah, any spell you learn can affect on your appearance. You dont need to find some epic helmet or else to make your face,
your head look like a scary skull. Or maybe you want to get wings? - then head to learn Alchemy. Wanna change your legs for
being Zerg-like? Each spell from the each School of magic, that you've learned, affects on each piece of your body, like hands,
legs, chest and etc. So the final version of your char may look like whatever YOU want. Besides, through game you collect the
pieces of some special SETs, which grant you full skin of one of the Magic Schools. If equipped, they replace your current
appearance.
 (\u0418\u0437\u043c\u0435\u043d\u0435\u043d\u0438\u0435 \u0432\u043d\u0435\u0448\u043d\u0435\u0433\u043e
\u0432\u0438\u0434\u0430 \u043d\u0430 \u043b\u044e\u0431\u0438\u0442\u0435\u043b\u044f, \u043c\u043d\u0435
\u043d\u0440\u0430\u0432\u0438\u0442\u0441\u044f, \u043d\u0435 \u0432\u0441\u0451
\u043a\u043e\u043d\u0435\u0447\u043d\u043e. \u0422\u0435\u043c \u0431\u043e\u043b\u0435\u0435 \u0447\u0442\u043e
\u043f\u043e\u0442\u043e\u043c \u043c\u043e\u0436\u043d\u043e \u0441\u043e\u0431\u0438\u0440\u0430\u0442\u044c
\u043a\u0430\u043c\u043d\u0438 \u0448\u043a\u043e\u043b \u043c\u0430\u0433\u0438\u0438, \u043e\u043d\u0438
\u0431\u0443\u0434\u0443\u0442 \u0437\u0430\u043c\u0435\u043d\u044f\u0442\u044c
\u0432\u043d\u0435\u0448\u043d\u0438\u0439 \u0432\u0438\u0434
\u043f\u0435\u0440\u0441\u043e\u043d\u0430\u0436\u0430 \u043d\u0430 \u0441\u043a\u0438\u043d
\u043f\u043e\u0441\u043b\u0435\u0434\u043e\u0432\u0430\u0442\u0435\u043b\u044f \u043e\u0434\u043d\u043e\u0439
\u0438\u0437 \u0448\u043a\u043e\u043b, \u0441\u043a\u0430\u0436\u0435\u043c,
\u0446\u0435\u043b\u0438\u043a\u043e\u043c \u0448\u043a\u043e\u043b\u0430 \u0417\u0435\u043c\u043b\u0438.
\u041f\u0440\u044f\u043c \u0434\u0440\u0443\u0438\u0434 \u043a\u0430\u043a\u043e\u0439-\u0442\u043e)

These are the main things, which i love in that game. <3
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THERE IS BRAZILBALL
10/10
The game is pretty fun, I play it when im downloading stuff, and im always downloading stuff. My little brother gets in my
computer only to play this game. I bought for 8 bucks and for that price im having a lot of fun. At first you can get
overwhelmed by the sheer amount of cards and options, the art is very good and its way more than playing your highest attack
value card like some reviwer stated. Its mature themed and requires some time to start getting the hang of it.

needs more sexy sheorc nudity tho

Edit: PvP appears to be dead most of the time, and mostly you play vs bots. Im still having lots of fun with the game.. I thought
this game was really quite good. The visuals were really well done for a HOPA game. I've seen better, but mostly I've seen
worse. The 3 characters had great (for a HOPA game) over-the-top dialog and the voice acting was nicely done too. There were
plenty of actual HOPA scenes. The point-and-click part of the game was at least a bit different (with vampire powers) that what
you usually get in these games. The puzzles ranged from easy to fairly difficult for me, one of which I skipped because I could
not wrap my head around it. Recommended.. I thought this was a great horror game that didn't take the jump scares too far,
relying more on atmosphere and a sense of mystery to create an enjoyable, balanced experience. It takes about half an hour to
finish, and I found that to be a good length for this particular game, especially considering the low price.. Thanks Tero Lunkka
for once again reminding me that Steam Direct is a broken system.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=dPN4rpoK_NE

Battle of Keys is yet another game in the slough of Unreal Engine asset flips that this developer releases. They all follow the
same format of a hideous main menu and several "levels" of gameplay.

It's honestly hard to review this particular developer's games because they may well have been created by either an algorithm or
space reptiles trying to imitate our culture.

This is an FPS that uses a mashed up amount of random assets from the Unreal Engine store. The developer tells you it's low
poly, which in reality to them means removing textures from everything and calling it a day.

The player character is the stock Unreal Engine dummy model and the only enemies are police officers, despite police forces
not fitting with the setting or making any sense at all.

The shooting is god awful. There is only one weapon in the game that is useable at all. It looks, feels and does as much damage
as a nerf rifle.

The items in the game all had textures removed so you can't tell what anything is. Even the bullets had the textures removed
which just makes them round balls flying in the air.

Some of these removed textures cause graphical bugs in the game. For instance on the first level the hills outside of the play
area are completely textures with stock faces over the entire map. It's baffling how anyone could look at that and say it's worth
money.

The sad part is this isn't the worst game I've played from this developer, which should tell you just how lazy they are.

If you found this review helpful, check out my curator page to see everything I cover. 
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/29029552\/. I was really hyped about this game, especially on PC. But the PC version
is a blatant copy of the mobile version. This immediately drives me away from the game.

PC screen is larger so you could easily fit more info on the main screen. Swapping through different screens manually is so
annoying. And often you don't even notice all the things going on in the game due to that.

Bug: When playing vs AI, even if the game ends, it will never be "over", just saved in the Running Games section forever. Or
you have to cancel the game.
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Please create a new UI for the PC version. The current one makes you seem like you wanted to lazily grab more money out of
PC gamers.. Much scares, so wow, many cute

+ : eerie atmosphere, ok graphics, trading cards, "puzzles" - but some were original, multiple endings, soundtrack was great

- : lack of sprint and jump after chapter 1, clumsy dumsy endings, "wicked" boss fight, short, menu orientation, lighting

recommended gamma 3 or 4

tbh - one jumpscare was well made (that silly wooden cross above the copper key)

I liked the first one better, still playable game 6/10 would collect embers again (or what was it at the "boss fight" part)
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